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Motivation

I Traditional distributed Fast Multipole Method (FMM) uses bulk
synchronous communication of the Local Essential Tree (LET)

I Charm++ allows much finer control over the granularity of communication
I Perform direct comparison against the the bulk-synchronous approach
I Asynchronicity can be utilized in 2 stages
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Dataflow of FMM

I M2L and P2P phases dominate other
phases

I These two phases make up more than
90% of the total runtime

I Upper bound of 10% performance
enhancement for other kernels

I Every M2L cell depends on hundreds of
M2M cells, so for these kernels data-flow
programming is not so favorable
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Figure: Particle paritioning algorithms.
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Figure: Histogram-based partitioning scheme.

I Our partitioning scheme uses Orthogonal Recursive Bisection (ORB)
globally and Hashed Octree (HOT) locally in order to avoid partition-cell
alignment issue

I We balance the workload and communication simultaneously by calculating
the weight for the i

th particle wi according to

wi = locali + α ∗ remotei (1)

I Sampling-based partitioning is shown on the right-side figure
. Sorting the keys is only performed among the buckets (not within them)

and this is done only locally
. The only global information that is communicated is the histogram

counts, which is only a few integers with MPI allreduce
. The bins can be iteratively refined to narrow the search for the splitter of

the HOT key or ORB bisector; this will determine the destination process
for each particle prior to sending bodies around

I Charm++ provides an opportunity to augment this bulk-synchronous
approach to load-balancing by offering control over the granularity

I This allows us to asynchronously execute the FMM kernels while the
communication for partitioning is happening
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Figure: In present method, the tree is constructed locally with the local bounding box, instead
of using a global Morton/Hilbert key that is derived from the global bounding box

I ExaFMM-Charm++ replaces the global synchronization points, which consist
of aggregation of LET data through all to all communication, with
asynchronous sender-initiated entry functions that represent a coherent work
entity called Chare

Results: Strong Scalability
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Figure: Strong scaling for N = 108 particles.
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Figure: Breakdown of strong scaling for
N = 108 particles.

I It can be seen that the “Comm partition” phase is consuming a large time
on 4,096 cores

I The communication for initial partioning phase has been overlapped with
tree-building in ExaFMM-Charm++

Results: Load Balance
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(a) Cube (new weighting scheme)
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(b) Sphere (new weighting scheme)

Figure: Different distributions of particles. N = 108 on 1, 025 (not 1, 024) cores

I Different distributions partitioned using our partitioning scheme exhibit
somewhat the same load imbalance despite the shape, non-uniformity, or
the number of processors not being power of 2

Conclusions

I For load-balancing, the hashed-octree and orthogonal recursive bisection are
both effective techniques for maximizing data locality while balancing the
workload among the partitions

I For data-prefetching, the local essential tree is formed by communicating all
necessary parts of the remote tree upfront
. We have investigated the possibility of using Charm++ to have a finer

control over the granularity of the communication and asynchronous
execution

I We also propose a novel partitioning scheme, which allows us to
geometrically separate the local tree from the global tree

I The communication for the initial partitioning phase became a bottleneck at
4096 cores, but we were able to improve this by using asynchronous
execution model of Charm++
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